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It is as certain as anything can be that Messrs.
Maude and I'lacdonald will be questioned regarding the above-

"

mentioned negotiations. The following is an extract from
the examination of tir. Rotan Tito in the first case:-

;

"Q, Before you signed the agreement did you talh to

anybody about the terms which had been offered to

... V-

you ?

•,

A* As I remember during this time I was not happy and

I did raise, and I even wrote, certain arguments
•

against.
Q. Against the proposals,?

r

A. Yes.

i V

Q. Wio did you write to ?

A, Tlge first letter I wrote to the G-ovemment, to
Ocean Island, to Barley and Macdonald, and Mr,
Maude, and on Rabi I think perhaps I wrote to

•
•"
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Captain Holland.
Q, Can I ask you this question again. Before you

signed the 1947 agreement did you talk to anybody,

apart from the other Banabans, about the terms
which yoy had been offered ?

A. Yes, when Ilr. tlacdonaH and Ihr. l^Iaude arrived
.

there were certain things I discussed with them.

•'^
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The things I mentioned to them were about the
Q, Apart from Mr. tlaude and Mr. Macdonald did you
consult anybody else who was not connected with the
money.

G-ovemment ?

''

,

A. Perhaps I remember also that there were Banabans
there, and even tir. feynaM, tir. Holland and Mr.
Ellis were there when I raised those points.

Q. Did you have any outside help ?
A. Help in what respect ?
Q. Did you have any advice about the terms you had
been offered ?

A. Hone.

.u ^

j.

Mr. Justice Megarry, There was nobody to advise you
whether they were good terms or bad terms, is that
right ?

A. Nothing. It was from our own heairts, we Banabans.
We did not agree

Mr. MacDonald. When you say you did not agree, you
signed the agreement, but with reluctance, is that
right ?
A. Yes".

2,

The suggestion has been made specifically elsewhere,

and is implicit in the above quotation, that the plaintiff^
counsel will argue (and it would appear that the Judge is
sympathetic to the argument) that the Banabans received

neither advice nor assistance in considering, and reaching
a decision as to, whether or not to sign this agreement

with the BPC; and that they certainly should have received
such advice and assistance in that the Secretary of State
for the Colonies was in the position of a trustee, with

obligations to ensure that, in any such negotiations with
such a large industrial/commercial corporation, it was his
duty to ensure that the Banaban community did receive such
advice and assistance before signing such an agreement

3,
The word "trustee" has been used above, since that ig
the word which the plaintiffs' counsel used to the writer
of this note when he visited Fiji before the first case
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commenced. I am not a la^/yer but the position seems t© me
to be possibly this: if the Secretary of State tra.^ thS

••

legally established and appointed tmstee, then, as such,

W-

^

presumably he had certain l^gal obligations to the

w

Banaban community. (The same mn.ght possibly be said also
to apply in similar circumstances to the Ei^ Commissioner
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and/or the Resident Commissioner). If, however, the

' .

Secretary of State, in particular (but also ppssibly the

others) was merely responsible for ensuring the prpper
general supervision, and the social, economic and
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political (as part of the Colony) progress of the Banaban

•• • "-

community, then the question of the extent of his

obligations in such a situation appears somewhat different,
whatever ethical view may be taken of the matter. But this

seems a matter for discussion by the lawyers and, failing

wS!:.'4a!

their agreement, decision by the Judge.
4.

The remainder of this note deals with the situation

as it eventixated, whatever may be the view or decision on
the point raised in the preceding paragraph.
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McClure, were natural!^ concerned with the phosphate
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industry and, in particular, with negotiations for the
acquisition of mining land and the terms on which that land
was acquired, and other ancillary matters. Ilr. (later Sir

vrff'
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Prom 1909 onwards. Resident Commissioners of the

Gilbert & Ellice Islands Coloiy, until the year 1927» viz,.
Captain J. Quayle Dickson, lie, E.C. Eliot, and I^lr. H.R.

Arthur) Grimble Mas appointed Resident Commissioner of the
Colony on the 2nd January, 1926, at which point in time the
BPC were already pressing for the acquisition of further

fj;;..'-

mining land. Fir. Grimble, who had been a very close and
sympathetic friend of the Banabans for the preceding 14
years, was naturally anxious that negotiations between the

Banabah community and the BPC shoiiLd be concluded amicably

and equitably to both parties concerned.

6.
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In the lengthy, tough, arduous, and often vacillating

negotiations - and somewhat voluminous correspondence which took place over the years, it is clear that

•'

. ,• • -

Itr. Grimble himself became steadily and increasingly

emotionally involved.
7P'' •; '••/v,

7.
Thus, in Flarch, 1928, Fir. Grimble was beginning to
despair of such a conclusion being reached, for, in hia
telegram to the High Commissioner of the 5th Flarch, he

• '•'

noted; *jr • •

•'•V,*

"I have to report that the party responsible for this
motion (opposing a motion regarding the sale of the
new mining area) argued throughout the meetings in

'• •,A>''
'*

V^V

favour of temporisation on the grounds that I was

about to go to England and that they might then be

able to persuade the officer replacing me to obtain

'• •' •:%'. ' :*

for themselves a better price than at present beinxjoffered"

8.

®

By Otgtober, 1928, Fir. Grimble had plumbed the depths

of despair of obtaining an amicable and equitable
conclusion og the matter for, in his confidential telegam

of the 9th October to the High Commissioner, he noted-S
"Unfortunately the general opinion of th§ Banabans

now is that I am their enemy and have deliberately

failed to represent their interests. Peeling is the

more bitter because it replaces deep-seated

Pirrvi;'®-

friendship of 14 years".
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In this connexion, it is wholly appropriate to cite

an excerpt from the Secretary of State's telegram to the
Hi^ Commissioner, Ho, 84 of the 6th October, 1930,

(whilst negotiations were still under way), which stated:"Correct course is for Resident Commissioner to
afford a l l reasonable facilities to enable British

Phosphate Commission to make their offer to Banabans
but not otheirwise intervene unless his advice is

sought in which event he may personally advise them
to accept the terms offered".
The text of that telegram was repeated to the Resident
Commissioner so that he mi^t guide himself accordingly.
(In fact, he did advise the Banabans to accept the terms
offered).

10.
In his eyes, however, matters worsened to such an
extent that he telegraphed to the Hi^ Commissioner in
his telegram No. 52 of the 8th April, 1931, as follows:"I'lj conviction is that for the reason given in my

telegram of 9th October (see paragraph 8 above), ny
presence here is a definite hindrance to peaceful

settlement. Banabans will only realize the fact if
the case as already put to them be now re-stated by a
new Resident Commissioner appointed from elsewhere".
11,

Finally, in paragraphs 18 and 26 of his despatch

No, 116 of the 21st I'lay, 1931, to the High Commissioner,

regarding the opposition of some Banaban landowners to the
arbitration award, ilr. Grimble vrrote as follows

"They (the Banabans) seemed at first to promise that
if Your Excellency's opinion should prove to be
against them, they would offer no further opposition
to the land transfer, but they refused to be explicit
when invited to clarify the point".
26.
There still seems to be no doubt that many
Banabans still entertain the hope of reversing all

recent decisions made in respect of the new mining
area. They are influenced in this by the eloquence
of Rotan and others, whose argument is that the
transfer of the land and the protection of the
interests of the British Phosphate Commissioners are
the imauthorized acts of the Resident Commissioner

and, as such, subject to early cancellation by ^

hi^er authority".

12,
There is no need to pursue this issue fvirther. The
plain fact is this: far from achieving a settlement on

their own with the other party to the negotiations, and
far from accepting his advice in the matter as Ilr,

Grimble confidently thou^t and hoped, his advice in his
capacity as Resident Commissioner and head of the

G-ovemment had been utterly and decisively rejected.

13.
Thus stood the verdict of history - or, rathe^^, of
the Bana.bans, at the opening of the year 1946.

14.

Fir. Flaynard of the BPC visited Rabi on the 19th - 223c

March, 1946, primarily on a goodwill visit but, as the

minutes of his meetings with the Banabans make ciystal
clear, it was the Banabans who raised with him the
question as to the position regarding the offer made by
the BPC in 1940 regarding the desire of the latter to

acquire further mining lands. No negotiations in any sense
were undertaken during that visit, though the Baaiabans
asked for prices of £225 per acre, and a royalty of l/3d
per ton of phosphate exported in futurei they were told

that their request would be conveyed to the ^heral
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I'lanager of the Conmiissicn.
15.
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self-confidence in his abilities to conclude negotiations
to the maximum satisfaction of the Banaban community; in

J.

this connexion, see paragraphs 7 - 8 and 10-11 abo®e.
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Purther, on two occasions during discussions with the
Banabans regarding their funds, lands, etc. on Ocean

,.

• y. •••'%,••

Island, the writer of this note distinctly recalls Rotan
stating that, if only he had been able to explain the
whole problem to the High Commissioner, a satisfactory
outcome of the problem would have been assured, (Despite,
ho\fever, the fact that Rotan did see the Hi^ Commissioner

••".'a
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on no fewer than three occasions, as part of a Banaban

i.
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The fact that the Banahans themselves raised this

issue may well have been in part due to Rotan's sublime

I' T.-

meeting with Sir Murchison Fletcher in 1931, with Sir

-

ArthTxr Richards in 1938, and Sir Harry Luie in 1941, it

„

may be noted that Rotan's confident expectations were not

,:r.,

achieved). Or, again, on the same theme, when discussing
the question of whether or not the Banabans should return

to Ocean Island (in the first case), Rotan w-s asked
"5slhat were your o^m feelings about this ?.\ifhat did you
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think the Banabans should do ?",

to which he replied:-

•
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16.
liJhen, in January, 1947, the question arose as to the
conduct of negotiations with the Banabans regarding the

future policy of Government with regard to them, and the
allied question of negotiations over the acquisition of
further mining land by the HPC, the Secretary, V/PHC,
notified Major Holland that it was proposed that a suitable
officer shoiild proceed to Rabi to conduct negotiations witi

., . . •

' *
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of us wanted to go to Banaba".

M-?' • •*
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"I myself did want to go to Piox with my intention of
having a chance to consult the Governor, but a number

J-. •'

»• ; ;. ^..

the Banabans on their future in collaboration with

himself. Major Holland reacted very strongly on both
issues ^s is sho^m by the following excerpt from his

•.'..Ai

telegram of the 3rd February, 1947;"I suggest that Maynard when he comes should come
alone. Banabans have agreed, and most reasonably in

•iur'.

my opinion, that agreement with the BPC is a matter

'"t"

>w;.

of independent settlement. If Ilaynard arrives with
the officer you mention, two matters will again
become intermingled to the prejudice of both".
17.
Major Holland's telegram above-quoted was repeated
to I'Ir. Maude, then Resident Commissioner, who replied as

•,s

follows;-

"I agree that I'laynard should negotiate with Jatnabans
independently og Government and at different time.

If this is not done, failure of one may lead to
failure of both and in any event odium attaching to
Government negotiator if associated in the Banabans'
mind with Commission's bargain would nullify any

IW'''''»i

influence he might have previously possessed, I think
Commission would agree that Government's previous

'*• "te-

attempt to assist ,in these negotiations left the
Banabans with profound distrust of our motives".
18.
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That advice was accepted by the then High

Commissioner (Sir Alexander Grantham), who replied as

fc;

follows to the Resident Commissioner in his telegram

Ho. 150 of the 26th February, 1947;-
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"British Phosphate Oommi ssioners are "being asked to
send tiaynard here at the end of ilarch to negotiate
with Banabans on terms of acquisition of land in
Ocean Island. Those negotiations should then be
completed by 14th April and Flaynard will be available
if any questions about the land terms are raised by
the Banabans with you and tlacdonald".

,:v.v;

19.

Two additional factors should, however, also be

recorded here:-

(a) it is clear from the fact that the Banabans first
raised the matter of negotiations themselves that

they were only too anxious to reach agreement in
the matter - see paragraph 14 above - and it was
therefore surely entirely reasonable to conclude
that the matter should be conducted on an

apparently "willing seller/willing buyer" basis;
and,

(b) since tlajor Holland is now deceased, and there are
no records in this respect, it is not possible to
state with any degree of certitude whether or not
the Banabans consulted him at any stage either
before or during the negotiations. However, Plajor
Holland was present in Rabi in his capacity as
Banaban adviser and welfare officer and had, during
the 8 months of his service there, won the
admiration and respect - and probably trust - of
the Banabans, bringing them forward from being a
dispirited, somewhat unhappy, and unsettled

•'nX.-i-
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community to one of hope, relative happiness and
relative prosperity. I think it would have been
extraordinary i f the Banaban leaders had not con

•

sulted him and, indeed, the quotation in paragraph
16 indicates that there must have been some degree
of consultation. But, vdiether they did or not, the
fact remains that his services there were freely
available to the Banabans in his two capacities

.»•,>,•
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ab o ve -ment i oned.

20.

In view, therefore, of what is recorded in paragraphs

12-18 above, it is small wonder indeed that the

Secretary, VJTHG, wrote to Holland in his letter
Ho, P. 48/30 of the 25the Plarch, 1947:"You should, of course, take no part whatever in
I-Iaymrd's land negotiations with the Banabans-j,
making it clear to the, if necessary, that those
negotiations are wholly between them and the
British Phosphate Commissioners".

It is not, however, Imown, in the absence of relevant
records whether in fact the Banabans discussed these

matters with Plajor Holland, or not, and, if so, with
what results.

21.

Two final points remain to be dealt with in this

note. The first concerns certain parts of Rotan's evidence

in the first Court case, as is shown by the follomng
question and answer

"Q, You would like to say something about the
agreement. Please do so. If you wish to say
something more, please do.

A. Respecting the taking of our land, there was not
any heartfelt agreement. There has been this - it
is almost being forced upon us - the active

persuasion on the part of the company and the
Governor for us to part with our land. This
happened over the 150 acres and also over this
further acquisition of land or request for
further land. They came forward with a price and
actively persuaded us to accept".
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Government "leaned over backwards" so as not to

Vt

influence the negotiations in any way, and the
accusation of Hotan insofar as Government is concerned

*X'
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(The words "actively persuaded" were kater changed,
after discussion to the word "coerced").
22.
However, insofar as G-ovemment was concerned,
the evidence in preceding paragraphs clearly'' show that

"• '••
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is totally at variance with the truth,
23.

Insofar as the BPG is concerned, it is impossible

to envisage how the company could in fact have
"coerced" the Banabans - with what weapons one may well

v x:.

ask. I fear that this allegation too bears little
relation to the truth.
•
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24.
In conclusion, it may well be asked whether or not
the Banabans sought to obtain legal or other advice or
aid before entering upon the negotiations with the BBC.

(

.
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To my knowledge, no such request was ever made, and the

evidence in preceding paragraphs tends to support his.
Hor, if such a request had been made, is it
conceivable that it would have been refused. In support
of that view, it may be noted that when the then Chief
Secretary of the V/BHC visited Rabi in 1949, he was told
by the Banabans that they desired to employ the
services of a la^jyerr to that, he replied that there was
no objection to the Banabans employing a latiyer if there
was any matter which'needed his attention. Further,
during the year 1957 and subsequently, it is within the
loiowledge of the writer of this note that the Banabans
did in fact employ at least three local lawyers - the
Hon. A.D. Patel (leader of the Opposition in the
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Legislative Coxmcil), the Hon. A.I.IJ. Deoki (a member

••
r

of the Opposition in the Legislative Council), and
Mr, M.J.C. Saunders, formerly a Senior Jlagistrata, who
later retired and engaged in private practice. Ho

Ifr • ^

permission was, as far as I know, sou^t by the Rabi

f'.

Island Council to employ such lawyers, nor, if it had
been, would it have been refused.
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